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Abstract 

English language voluntourism refers to a modern global phenomenon in which (typically) 
native speakers visit foreign countries with the purpose of ‘helping others’, through spreading 
language and mutually benefitting from cultural exposure. This ongoing trend of Western expats 
(primarily from Europe and the Americas) traveling abroad to teach English is increasingly 
prevalent but not limited to China. English has permeated into much of China’s government 
policies on education and social development, emerging as a mandatory language requirement 
for national testing, and showcasing linguistic dominance in a country where it is not a national 
language. Scholars, politicians, and civilian observers alike have differing perspectives: some are 
appreciative of the potential expats bring in terms of cultural exchange, and others stereotype 
these foreign expats as ineffective, culturally insensitive, inexperienced, uncertified, and unaware 
of the damage of their short-term mission trips. However, less has been written or published 
regarding the actual experiences of expats, particularly ones that do not fit these stereotypes. In 
this thesis I will be examining a study regarding a volunteer service trip conducted in China 
through the Amity Foundation, in an attempt to provide a more holistic understanding of English 
voluntourism in China. The six case studies chosen for this study look at individuals with 
varying degrees of involvement with the service trip through the following sociolinguistic 
variables: occupation, educational level, and religious affiliation; and show how it is the 
transactional nature and mismatch in interests of voluntourism that ultimately fails not only the 
original intentions of the volunteers or host communities, but of all participants’. 
 
Key words: Voluntourism, English language, linguistic/language dominance, linguistic/language 
imperialism, sociolinguistic variables 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

Description of the problem 

English language voluntourism and its existence is a great indication of how 

rapidly the world is globalizing economically, socially, and linguistically. While the 

notion of going to foreign countries for charity work is not new, the concept of 

voluntourism not only blurs the line between efforts to help and the benefits reaped from 

travel, but also invites criticism of effectiveness, issues of sustainability, and how much 

of it involves self-interest. Cori Jakubiak, a professor who focuses on English language 

education and has published plenty of discourse on the current state of voluntourism, 

describes English language voluntourism as “unlike volunteer tourism projects such as 

post-earthquake debris removal or nature trail reconstruction”, because the goals and 

outcomes of teaching English via volunteer tourism are unclear (Jakubiak, 2012). 

Voluntourism will be defined as "the short-term (generally one week to three months) 

practice of, ‘volunteer[ing] in an organized way to undertake holidays that might involve 

aiding or alleviating the poverty of some groups in society’ (Wearing 2001, 1; Jakubiak, 

2012). For the purposes of this thesis, I am framing this definition to also include 

countries that are perceived as more in need of resources or in some way inferior to 

another country. Specifically I will be looking at voluntourism in terms of the 

relationship between China and the West (which will include the Americas and the 

European countries) through case studies of individuals involved at various levels of 

participation. 
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Historical context 

China’s relationship with the West and with the English language has evolved 

tremendously over the last century. In regards to the English language, there are various 

angles that could be unpacked -- in terms of English’s rise as a tool of social mobility, 

means of evangelizing societies outside of Europe, where it stands in education, etc. 

Since the history of political, social, and economic interactions between China and the 

West is so exapnsive, in order to narrow the scope of my thesis, I will primarily focus on 

the last two decades in terms of China’s interactions with English language in 

government policies, and Chinese and Western relations in terms of language education, 

voluntourism, and expatriatism. This is especially because the post-Cultural Revolution 

Reform Era of 1978 is when China opened up to international foreign trade and 

investment, and set the foundations for building the China that is recognized today. 

According to Yong and Campbell’s 1995 article, China has the largest number of 

learners of English as a foreign language in the world. In Jin and Cortazzi’s 2002 

publication on English Language Teaching in China, it is shown that in both formal and 

informal, public and private educational sectors, there are already “more teachers and 

learners engaged in English language teaching in China than in any other country, and 

this number is rapidly expanding” (Jin & Cortazzi, 2002, 53). The authors state the 

growing numbers of learners is characterized by scale and enthusiasm, especially since 

the 1978 Post-Reform era was characterized by China’s opening to international markets 
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and influence of Westernization, there is the modern widespread implication that 

knowing English grants prestige on individuals and opens doors of opportunities to 

academic, professional and business success (such as for the purpose of studying or 

working abroad). “At the national level, English has been progressively linked to China's 

open-door policy, [as seen in] the modernization and rapid development of the economic 

system, ‘and also] China's burgeoning international trade and the recognition of China's 

significant role in world affairs” (Jin & Cortazzi, 2002, 54). 

Yong and Campbell recognize that “English is much more than an instrument for 

international communication in China, although international communication is certainly 

one major function”. They note that English has “special sociolinguistic and linguistic 

effects among Chinese English users” (Yong & Campbell, 2002, 378), and there is 

evidence of English’s emergence in China causing drastic changes to government and 

educational policy. Yong and Campbell separate the usages of English in China into two 

categories: internal and external. Internal uses mostly concern the nation’s domestic 

affairs, in sectors such as education (English language proficiency carries great weight on 

national testing and admittance into the nation’s top senior high schools, universities, 

graduate programs and more), medical fields (stemming from the belief that English 

fluency grants access to a lot of medical research and technological information), and the 

media (publishing for the international audience which heavily recognizes English as a 

global lingua franca (Zhou, 2016, 4)) While the authors do not explain why media is not 

considered external, it can be suggested that this is moreso concerning China’s portrayal 
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of themselves as more prestigious by not only publishing in Chinese but also English. 

Whilst publications in English do make them more externally accessible, the passage 

suggests that the presence of English in the media is more for exposure to other Chinese 

people and thus more an internal use. External uses concern the opposite, with sectors 

such as tourism/international business (communication with foreigners and having a 

bilingual or multilingual advantage in business), science (many scientific journals are 

published in English), and technology (scientists and technologists must pass an English 

exam, which is administered yearly and affects promotion of their rank) (Yong & 

Campbell, 2002, 387). 

With these internal and external motivations for nationwide development in mind, 

how did the Chinese government open up to foreign expatriates, particularly volunteers? 

South China Morning Post says “China – one of the largest sources of immigrants in the 

world – is now an increasingly attractive destination for expatriates, according to an 

independent think tank in Beijing… Ranked fifth in the world in 2016, and fourth in 

2015, as a source country for remittances – [China is] showing [that] it has become a 

desirable location for foreign workers. The Centre for China and Globalisation said in a 

report that social and economic development, growing international influence and better 

career prospects were enticing more foreigners to move to the country for work”. It is no 

surprise that tourists, particularly voluntourists, would choose to travel in an 

economically flourishing country that encourages foreigners.  
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The exact number of foreign expats, particularly volunteers, and even more 

specifically English language volunteer teachers in China is unclear. According to a 

survey by Banyuetan, a Xinhua News Agency magazine, in 2017, there were more than 

400,000 foreign teachers working in the education sector in China, but only one-third of 

them were employed legally (Pan, 2019). 

Despite the large numbers of foreign expats and volunteers, the volunteer teaching 

movement in China has received little research attention. The few studies of 

governmental efforts that are available have revealed that the [English volunteer] 

programs’ success was challenged by a mismatch of volunteers’ skills to their assigned 

positions and an underestimation of the linguistic and environmental hardships... (Zhen, 

2008). Various proposals have been made to change volunteer recruitment and 

management efforts to improve outcomes of governmental programs (Yi, 2008; Zhen, 

2008). The volunteer teaching programs initiated by non-profit organizations, on the 

other hand, remain largely unexplored in research and in literature. Since a significant 

proportion of Chinese non-profit organizations host and operate English language 

volunteer teaching programs, it is likely that a lot of the country’s resources and funding 

have been invested in them (Zhou & Shang, 2011, 573). 

 

Existing literature 

“Volunteer tourism is a form of new tourism (Poon 1993), also called niche 

tourism (Novelli 2005) or New Moral Tourism (Butcher 2003), a form of alternative 
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tourism that responds to the numerous, strident critiques issued against international mass 

tourism. These charges include cultural imperialism (Jaakson 2004), commodification 

(Wearing, McDonald, and Ponting 2005), and usurious economic practices (Urry 2002)” 

(Jakubiak 2012). Jakubiak’s work presents voluntourism as an altruistic response to the 

controversiality of mass tourism, but raises the issue that voluntourism is criticized for 

perpetuating the same consequences such as imperialism or colonization of other 

countries and the commodification of other peoples’ cultures. Other literature on 

voluntourism tends to highlight similar negative effects: scholar Pauline Bunce criticizes 

the nature of being helpers or rescuers endorsed by commercial travel agencies and 

celebrities, and discusses how volunteer teachers fall into a trap of romanticizing their 

host communities’ poverty by focusing too much on the apparent happiness that is 

exhibited during their visit (Bunce, 2016, 3). Melissa Beauregard in her 2018 

Examination of English Language Teaching Voluntourism Programs asks “whether 

primary motivation for program participation involves the desire to volunteer time and 

money to serve others, or if it is to gain some sort of intrinsic benefit for oneself. This 

intrinsic benefit might be through CV building, or simply to have some sort of 

life-changing adventure (Callanan & Thomas, 2005)”. Many of the examples cited are 

accounts of study abroad students, missionaries or people doing some form of religious 

teaching in English, or are teaching English abroad simply to make an easy buck. In 

Wright’s 2014 study that she quotes on perceptions and misperceptions of voluntourism, 

it was found that potential voluntourists often viewed the activity as altruistic and selfless 
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in nature, and perceived that the primary benefit of the programs [were] geared towards 

the host [communities] (Beauregard, 2018, 10). 

Preliminary observations 

It is crucial to note the language which critics often use to describe voluntourism 

in existing scholarship: Bunce’s description of rescuers and their rescued communities, 

and Beauregard’s description of voluntourists and hosts, are just a couple of labels 

frequently mentioned. Labels used in an ‘us’ versus ‘them’ binary are often out of 

convenience, whether we as scholars and researchers intend to do that. By creating this 

steep divide, it suggests that the issues of cultural imperialism and commodification 

mentioned earlier by Jakubiak are one-sided, and catch-all generalizations are sufficient 

to capture the realities of this global phenomenon. I think we as readers need to 

understand who exactly are the individuals and organizations that are being criticized 

before accepting grand claims made about them. When these scholars describe helpers, or 

volunteers, or voluntourists, who are they? How can we properly address issues of 

voluntourism when the generalized other is rarely specifically identified in literature? 

My paper will not be discussing the bad or good of English language 

voluntourism, especially since these arguments are so dependent on one’s standpoint as a 

scholar, policymaker, school official, student, etc. There is also no shortage of scrutiny on 

voluntourism, similar to how conventional tourism has always been acknowledged to 

have its pros and cons. With the knowledge that the challenging of mass tourism in the 

past was what propelled the introduction of voluntourism as a possible solution, I 
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examine the critiques of voluntourism beyond whether or not the practice is positive or 

negative. Why does it not work, even with the presence of well-meant intent on both 

giving and receiving ends? Of course, the issue cannot be simply relegated to one 

between givers and receivers -- those participating in volunteer work overseas may be 

‘giving’ their help to the communities that ‘receive’ them, but it can also be said that 

these volunteers are also ‘receiving’ cultural capital and exposure from their ‘giving’ 

hosts. I argue that these relationships between volunteers and hosts entail transactionality, 

with language knowledge, cultural exposure, and social capital serving as the currency 

within these exchanges. 

Natalie Jesionka, lecturer of human rights issues at Rutgers University, steps back 

from voluntourism in her stance and problematizes the nature of the practice instead, 

suggesting that it is not different from volunteering itself. She highlights what she claims 

are the most significant factors of voluntourism and the contributing causes that make it 

controversial, such as how voluntourism extends beyond being a Western problem, how 

volunteering and voluntourism are businesses and businesses are concerned with making 

money, how strategic planning and good intentions does not guarantee making a positive 

impact, how the hierarchy of authentic travel experiences is an illusion, and lastly how 

changes need to be implemented beyond just the individual level (Jesionka, 2014).  
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Research questions 

My preliminary observations and examination of existing literature raise the 

following questions to focus my research:  

1) Because the ‘us’ versus ‘them’ binary is so commonly used to describe the 

interactions and impacts of voluntourism, what are some voices and 

perspectives that are lost from scholarly discourse when the generalized 

other is rarely identified? Within the case studies, how can we use 

sociolinguistic pairs as a way of identifying perspectives and what can we 

draw from them into the larger discourse on voluntourism? 

2) If voluntourism is transactional in nature in China which has incorporated 

the goals of voluntouristic efforts (English language teaching) into aspects 

of the nation’s political, social, and economic sphere, what can further 

analysis of relationships between participants or involvees in English 

language voluntourism reveal about the very concerns that Jakubiak raises 

as continuing consequences of voluntourism, such as cultural 

commodification and imperialism? 

3) Finally, taking Natalie Jesionka’s claims on voluntourism into account, 

what are the underlying issues of English language voluntourism that 

subject it to the same criticism and judgement that mass tourism is accused 
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of; and what do case studies of individuals that can speak directly to their 

experiences and involvement with English language volunteer 

programming in China show regarding the validity of her claims? 

 

Hypothesis  

Based on my observations made from existing literature and my initial judgments 

on voluntourism prior to the start of this research and the formal collection of case 

studies, I hypothesize that it is the transactional nature of exchanges made within the 

sphere of voluntourism and the mismatch of interests and or abilities within these 

exchanges of all individuals involved that contribute to the concerns of cultural 

commodification and imperialism that Jakubiak raises and brings validity to the points 

made by Jesionka.  

 

Significance of the study 

Because existing literature on English language voluntourism most often refers to 

examples of individuals or organizations that are affiliated with study abroad, mission 

work, or commercialized efforts (which are more related to the interests of the volunteer 

and not so much the hosts themselves), or may not even clearly identify them in any way 

at all, investigating these examples would easily support the opinion that voluntourism is 

negative and imperialist and is unproductive. I will be looking at six individual case 

studies with interview responses from individuals that are not directly affiliated with any 
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study abroad programs, missionary initiatives, or for-profit institutions but all have some 

connection to English language voluntourism. This research was collected during a 

volunteer trip organized by a Chinese nonprofit organization that sends volunteer English 

teachers from the Americas and Europe to provide free English curriculum assistance and 

language training to local teachers in remote areas of China in efforts to address issues of 

educational inequality. I will compare these individuals’ experiences within the six case 

studies as well as against the existing literature that describes the common pitfalls of 

voluntourism. Within these case studies all individuals have a discrepancy of interests on 

both ends of the voluntourism transaction, which can be further explored to search for 

answers to the issues raised in scholarly discourse. I am arguing that there is something 

deeper present in voluntourism interactions that can be addressed either onsite or through 

policy revisions to suit the very standards that voluntourism is criticized for not meeting. 

The six individuals I have chosen from the total thirty cases collected are the following 

and will be more formally introduced later on: 

#1 Non-profit organization staff member 

#2 Educational bureau official 

#3 Retired English Second Language teacher 

#4 Local public junior high school Chinese language and mathematics teacher 

#5 Church group leader 

#6 English-Chinese translator assistant  
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Although six case studies cannot possibly exhaust the experiences of all 

voluntourists, I have selected these six individuals from the thirty cases I have collected 

because I believe they can speak more prominently to the five main problems raised in 

Jesionka’s article, which I have summarized here:  

(1) voluntourism extends beyond being a Western problem 

(2) volunteering and voluntourism are businesses concerned with making money 

(3) good intentions do not guarantee good impact 

(4) no travel experience is truly more authentic than another 

(5) changes need to be implemented beyond the individual level  

The goals of this thesis are not only to provide a more holistic understanding of 

English language voluntourism in China by shedding light on new voices and placing 

non-commercialized endeavors in center stage, but also to hopefully pave way for further 

investigation into the future of voluntourism as a global activity. The motivation to push 

forth for governments, education systems, commercial industries, nonprofits, and 

individuals themselves to make necessary improvements is what is at stake. 

 

Limitations and assumptions 

Of course, it must be acknowledged that this thesis only incorporates the main 

thoughts and opinions of six individuals, and thus the work done is not exhaustive of all 

experiences in voluntourism, and cannot account for each demographic and background 
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being represented. However, these voices that were frequently unheard previously can 

now provide the stepping stone for later research and inquiry. 

As the author and researcher of this thesis, my voice is far from objective due to 

the nature of my role within the organization and within the group of volunteers I 

traveled with, especially since I was a translator and therefore had great linguistic 

influence on how things were recorded and understood between all parties involved. It is 

important to note that I am a United States citizen and native English speaker and do not 

identify as a Chinese citizen or a native speaker of Chinese. All observations and 

translations are my own and I will try my best to address any discrepancies in the 

research collected as objectively as possible. I am aware that other critics and authors of 

similar topics regarding voluntourism also may have had the advantage of 

multilingualism and therefore could bypass the cultural gatekeeping that often occurs in 

overseas travel, while also being aware that the observations made from my position are 

unique to my own experience. I will try to approach the concept of voluntourism as 

objectively as possible, keeping in mind the positionality of everyone else involved as 

well.  

 

2 METHODOLOGY 

Description of the study 

In order to test the hypothesis that the issues English language teaching in China 

faces arise out of transactional mismatch of needs and usage, I will be examining these 
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case studies involving English language voluntourism in China through three main 

sociolinguistic factors: occupation, education level, and religion/religious affiliation, and 

then against Jesionka’s five claims regarding the problems of voluntourism.  

This examination will involve three pairs (or six separate) case studies of data 

observed and informal interview responses collected during my internship work in 

Guangxi, China in July of 2019. My research was approved to be done alongside my 

volunteer work with the Amity Foundation, one of the largest independent 

non-governmental non-profit faith-based organizations based in Nanjing, China; which I 

have had the opportunity to work with for two years prior. Their organization’s mission 

focuses on contributing to China’s reform and opening up, facilitating the sharing of 

resources and sociocultural interactions, as well as encouraging active participation of 

Chinese Christians in China’s social development.  

 

Background of the study 

○ When the study took place: 

This study spanned the entire duration of Amity Summer English Program 

placement. Data collection officially took place beginning Monday July 15, 2019 through 

Thursday August 1, 2019.  

○ Where the study took place: 

This project was Amity’s first placement in Napo County of Guangxi province, 

southwestern China. Napo is a county under the administration of Baise city in western 
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Guangxi, bordering Vietnam to the south and Yunnan province to the north. Napo is 

relatively remote and within a mountainous geography, and visitors from outside 

Guangxi must take a minimum five hour drive from the nearest airport in Nanning city in 

order to reach the county. The area we stayed in was similar to a small township, with 

small locally-owned businesses, public schools, official government buildings, etc. and 

only a few larger commercial industries.  

○ History of the project: 

This project is one of Amity’s many long term efforts to target social 

development issues of educational inequality -- in this case, both the presence of English 

language as part of a national second language education policy as well as the necessity 

of English language fluency for mandatory standardized testing into schools at all 

educational levels. Amity attempts to address the issues of students in poorer regions 

(that are at a disadvantage due to their lack of access to better resourced schools with 

foreign teachers and quality English learning classrooms) by sending volunteer foreign 

English teachers to remote areas of China that lack sufficient resources for English 

language programming to work closely with local teachers in charge of teaching and 

creating English curriculum for primary, junior high, and senior high schools. Site 

placements are not randomized -- the establishment of this annual project depends on 

partnerships with local government authorities of each county as well as their respective 

educational bureaus’ decisions regarding Amity’s free programming in conjunction with 

local schools.  
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○ My role and intentions for framing of this study: 

Within the project my role was to be the language access coordinator and group 

translator for a team of volunteer English Second Language teachers participating in 

Amity’s 2019 Summer English Program. This was my second year serving as a 

Chinese-English translator and scheduling coordinator for foreign teachers volunteering 

through Amity and my first year participating in the Summer English Program. Prior to 

this research I was a third year intern who had previously led the Summer English Camp 

(free English programming for students in remote regions of China) twice, and also a 

returning volunteer of projects involving education, access to healthcare, community 

development, and social media and public relations. I am a United States citizen born to 

first generation Chinese immigrants and have language proficiency in English, 

Cantonese, and Mandarin. While English is my dominant language, I am considered 

professionally fluent in Chinese but not a native speaker of either Cantonese or Mandarin. 

I became interested in investigating voluntourism, specifically within the sphere of 

China, after realizing that my observations were unique to my experience and barely 

covered in literature or in the press. Especially as a translator with access to both Chinese 

and Western perspectives, I recognize that my understanding of the situation is much 

more holistic and comprehensive, and deserves further attention beyond the limited 

questions of whether or not English voluntourism is bad or good. Rather, I want to look at 

what happens up close, and why. 
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Design of the study 

○ Participants and selection criteria: 

All participants of the study were knowledgeable to some degree about the Amity 

Summer English Program, either through direct participation in the program as learners 

or teachers, or indirect involvement through funding, planning, and other forms of 

supporting the infrastructure of Amity’s placement in Napo. The only criteria to 

participate in the study was to be involved with the program in some way. Interviewees 

were randomly asked for responses during their free time. The responses collected 

represent a wide demographic which will be categorized in a later section. As long as the 

subject was willing to share their thoughts or experiences regarding English language and 

its impact in China, their responses were recorded and kept as long as they consented to 

my usage of them in this thesis. 

○ Data collection process: 

In this study, all subjects were made clear of the intentions and possible risks of 

my collection of informal interview responses: to observe the impact of English language 

education and volunteering in China. Their participation in the collection of data was 

completely voluntary. Names and ages were not recorded during the data collection 

process and thus kept anonymous in this thesis. During the interviews, interested research 

participants were informed of my topic and given the opportunity to respond freely 

within the prompt: “What are your thoughts on English language in China?” or could 
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respond to one or more of the following questions (all were posed as optional and 

participants could respond as impartially or as thoroughly as they pleased): 

i. How long have you served as an educator in China? How long have you 

been assigned to teach English in China? 

ii. Do you teach high school students in preparation for the National College 

Entrance Exam (gaokao)? If not, are you involved in administering 

standardized test preparatory instruction for English examinations at either 

the junior or senior high school entrance exam level? 

iii. What do you find worthwhile or not worthwhile about teaching English?  

iv. Do you like teaching English, and would you have preferred teaching 

other subjects?  

v. Have you benefited from teaching English?  

vi. Has English teaching harmed your career or personal growth in any way?  

vii. Do you think China’s mandatory second language education policy has 

had the positive impact it intended? What improvements could be made? 

viii. How does your teaching impact your students?  

ix. What kinds of thoughts regarding English education do your students 

frequently express in class?  

x. Do your students see the value in mandatory second language education? 

Why or why not? 
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xi. Do students express interest in English beyond classwork? How do they 

express these interests? 

xii. What was your college (or beyond college/high school/lack of) education 

like? Did you major in English or were you required to take it as a course? 

Did you take a separate training certification program to teach students 

English prior to being in this role? 

xiii. Did you plan to become an English teacher, and what was your path in 

achieving the career you have now? 

xiv. How do you feel about English’s relationship with China? 

xv. How do you feel about Western volunteers in China? 

xvi. Outside of the classroom, what concerns/comments/additional thoughts do 

you have regarding English presence in China? Some key words and 

media references used: ‘yabayingyu’ or the mute English dilemma, 

foreigners/expats, ‘buxiban’ or prep centers, international schools, sending 

students abroad, college scholarships and courses for foreigners in 

English, impact on Chinese language and communities, etc. 

○ How these responses were processed: 

After obtaining consent from participants, I recorded their responses through brief 

transcribed notes. For participants who chose to respond in Chinese (Mandarin), I wrote 

down their responses as my own English translations of their answers. I followed up with 
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participants if I had any questions or found any discrepancies/errors while looking over 

my notes to see if corrections to their original recorded responses would have to be made. 

○ Rate of participation: 

There were about 85 total participants of the program, 11 foreign volunteers 

(including myself), 2 Amity staff members for project supervision, and 2 state level 

educational bureau officials involved in this program. Of these groups, about 30 informal 

interview responses to my study were collected and recorded: 17 program participants, 9 

from the foreign volunteer team, 2 from Amity staff, 2 from the educational bureau.  

 

Categorizing the data 

The subjects who participated in these informal interview sessions can be divided 

into three main groups: local teachers of Napo County participating in Amity’s free 

programming in Guangxi Province (some were not residents of Napo but all were native 

to Guangxi), Western teachers of English (some retired from the profession) from the 

United States, United Kingdom, Scotland, Norway, and Finland who were returning 

volunteers of Amity’s Summer English Programs or the Amity Teachers’ Program, and 

lastly, staff members of Amity who oversaw the volunteers and managed the logistics of 

this project.  

Sociolinguistic variables of the study 

Within these general categories the individuals can be further broken down to 

account for specific factors and trends across their responses. For the purposes of this 
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thesis, because I am looking at interactions with English language through the lens of 

educational policy in China, I will focus on the participants’ varying educational 

backgrounds with English (years of study/degree/certification level). Because Amity 

Foundation is a Christian faith-based organization and English language has religious 

history in China, I will also look at the participants’ varying involvement with religious 

institutions -- whether they are religious, whether or not they are volunteering as part of 

their church or religious group activities, etc. Out of all thirty responses I have carefully 

selected six individuals to serve as the primary focus for analysis. This selection of 

interviews will be presented as six separate case studies in which they will be paired and 

investigated through the three sociolinguistic variables mentioned previously: occupation, 

educational level, and religion or religious affiliation(s). Later, their cases will also be 

compared and contrasted to existing literature on voluntourism.  

 

Six case studies and their pairings 

The following individuals were selected because I found their opinions to be the 

most striking of all the data responses collected. That means this study reflects the 

extremes since the responses that stood out as most compelling either had extremely 

positive things to say regarding their personal experiences with English language in 

China or extremely negative things to say. Of course, this raises the concern of the true 

objectivity of the study; after all, the more ‘neutral’ responses have been excluded from 

further analysis, and one of the case studies is regarding my own experience. But for the 
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purpose of this thesis and the goal of focusing on previously unheard voices of people 

with different backgrounds, it is not to say that these six are all-encompassing but rather 

will highlight the most prominent issues and contributions that an English language 

oriented voluntourism experience has brought upon so far. Analyses of the other 

responses, or a more in-depth comparison of the issues these case studies raise against 

existing literature, serve as potential opportunities for research beyond this thesis.  

Occupation 

● Individual 1: Amity staff member who serves as one of the coordinators of the 

Summer English Program and is relatively new to the organization and program.  

● Individual 2: Local Guangxi educational bureau official who is one of the 

authorities in charge of contributing funding and coordinating with Amity for the 

project placement 

Education 

● Individual 3: Scottish teacher from Amity Teachers Program who has done 

nonprofit teaching work in other parts of China for years before this volunteer trip 

● Individual 4: Local Napo teacher who teaches Chinese language and mathematics 

at a local public junior high school but participated in the program for recreational 

interest rather than as additional support to English curriculum lesson planning 
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Religious affiliation 

● Individual 5: Church group leader from the United Kingdom who is volunteering 

for the second time and was part of the decision making process of coordinating 

funds from the church to Amity to support programming 

● Individual 6: Myself, who has been involved with Amity for longer than the two 

staff members on the trip and arrives as a foreign volunteer but is given more 

responsibilities on the staff member supervision side; and has no religious 

connection to my participation in volunteer work 

 

3 ANALYSIS 

Occupation 

Individual 1 has worked for Amity for only 2 years, and this is her first year in 

charge of coordinating the Summer English Program. When asked how she felt about 

being involved in the supervision of the program, she responded, “I often think about the 

effectiveness of this program. We are bringing foreigners into remote regions. But there 

is no curriculum provided by the state for us to give these foreign volunteers prior to their 

arrival here, so all we can do is prepare them with Amity’s recycled materials and hope 

that they can combine it with their existing knowledge of ESL teaching. The people of 

Napo are mostly just excited to see foreign visitors, but there is a lack of connection. Our 

volunteers don’t really understand what the locals here have to teach in their English 

classes, and the locals here have never interacted with foreigners before. It’s too 
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distracting, and they wouldn’t notice whether or not the training we provide is useful. A 

month before school begins again, all the teachers will meet up to share state mandated 

curriculum, and they will forget about the teaching tricks our volunteers brought. I don’t 

know how much I really believe in being in charge of a project like this. At this point, I 

just feel obligated to do the work because Summer English Program has been carried out 

by Amity for so long.” (July 17, 2019).  

Individual 2 is a Napo official educational bureau leader who is in charge of 

allocating state funds, communicating with local teachers, and coordinating with Amity 

for the project placement location. Despite working for the county for over 30 years, this 

year was his first encounter with Amity’s non-profit organization. When asked how he 

felt about Westerners volunteering in China, he responded, “The last time I saw 

foreigners was 16 years ago, and that was in Baise. Or Nanning. One of the more 

developed cities. I think this is a great opportunity for Napo villagers to really see the 

outside world. This is part of building our strength as Napo people! Now we can say that 

we have learned from the West. Not to say that any country or philosophy is better than 

the other. Even now, the comforts of all of your living situations are because of our 

state’s money! It’s a great exchange. People coming wanting to help. It’s warm, really. A 

great chance for everyone to meet each other and learn from one another. I wish I could 

pick up English too. Maybe go to America.” (July 30, 2019).  

Both individual 1 and 2 are in positions of power where they have much greater 

influence on the execution of the program than others involved. However, individual 1 
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feels helpless despite being in an administrative role, and feels pressured by the 

formalities and obligations of keeping in line with Amity’s interests and preserving 

projects that have been sustained for many years. While individual 1 is fully aware of the 

flaws in the program itself, she does not view herself as solely capable of addressing 

these concerns or sees it as a complicated inconvenience to be dealt with in favor of other 

more immediate tasks. Individual 2 is proud of his position in supporting the 

voluntouristic effort, and is focused on rendering the experience as one of cultural 

exchange and an opportunity to mutually display prestige. Individual 2 does not see 

anything inherently problematic with the way the program is conducted, even though he 

is aware that the volunteers are not knowledgeable about most of China’s strict national 

testing guidelines, and that most local Chinese teachers would not be able to incorporate 

any of the program’s training into their own lesson planning later on. 

 

Education 

Individual 3 is a retired teacher from Scotland who continues teaching English 

Second Language courses as a hobby. She worked previously with the Amity Teachers 

Program (year long placements in remote, poorer regions of China serving as paid local 

public university instructors) but this was her first participation in the Amity Summer 

English Program. When inquired about her thoughts on the program and whether or not it 

differed from Amity Teachers, she said, “I don’t like this kind of work. Short term 

teaching is as if no teaching was done at all, and maybe that would have been better in 
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this case. Especially within the team, all of us have different advice for the local teachers, 

and different approaches. Some of us talk to the local teachers as if they are children. But 

just because English is not their first language does not mean they are not equally if not 

more intelligent, and are just as capable and as talented as we are. I wish I did not come 

on this trip -- it feels like Amity and the state have set up a program and mandated local 

teachers to stick around after the semester has ended just for the sake of letting us 

volunteers feel like we are doing something. I preferred teaching university students back 

home and in China because you can see the students of all ages using that knowledge 

actively. Either they were already very interested in English, or you as the teacher was 

placed into the position of helping that interest. I’ve taught a lot of English in my 

lifetime. Trying to help local teachers revise their English curriculum when we ourselves 

are not familiar with China’s policies and requirements is pointless. This is no different 

from setting up a posh tourist trip in a remote township and exercising Western 

colonialism”. (July 16, 2019). 

Individual 4 is a teacher native to Napo teacher who teaches Chinese language 

and mathematics at a local public junior high school. He participated in the program upon 

hearing that some of his colleagues in charge of teaching English courses were asked to 

stay, and he continued coming for personal interest in learning the language rather than 

for additional support for English curriculum revision. Upon asking him what his 

personal motivations were and what he thought about the status of English language in 

China, he said, “I’ve never met a foreign person before. So meeting 11 of you all at the 
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same time was really crazy. That’s something a poor person in Napo would never even 

imagine. I mean, here, we associate the West with wealth. We don’t ever think about 

leaving China, or just Napo itself -- even trying to move to Baise would be too expensive, 

and that’s just five hours away. So when my friend told me Western foreigners were 

coming to train our English teachers, I had to come investigate. I thought each day would 

be teaching out of a textbook, and reviewing our English grammar, but I was very wrong. 

You all plan such interesting activities for us: giving us books, putting together holiday 

parties, art classes. We didn’t have that as students and it’s even rarer to experience this 

as a teacher. I only have my knowledge of English from high school, which was a while 

ago, and back then it wasn’t taught very well. I really wish I could communicate to the 

other volunteers who don’t speak Chinese! There are so many things I want to ask and 

show them as a host of Napo, and I can’t because of my poor English level.” (August 1, 

2019). 

Both individual 3 and 4 are certified teachers, have both served as public school 

educators in China for some time, and received English education in school. But their 

motivations and desires for what they want to bring forth in the transactions of this 

voluntourism experience completely differ: individual 3 is very concerned with the fact 

that the training her and the other volunteers provide will not be used, and that it is almost 

better if this program did not exist. Individual 3 sees effectiveness in long term programs 

and teaching positions that ensure those receiving instruction are attaining the knowledge 

they signed up for, but considers the Summer English Program pointless because it 
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entails a handful of volunteers with good intentions and skillsets who cannot provide 

assistance to the local Chinese for what they are required to conform to: national 

standards. Individual 4, on the other hand, sees participation in the program as seizing a 

rare opportunity to better oneself, but considers the transaction to be one-sided because 

they consider themselves as benefiting off the free programming without contributing 

proper hospitality as a native due to lacking English fluency. Whilst individual 3 sees 

bringing English into an area where it is not used beyond schooling as exercising 

colonialism, individual 4 views not having English fluency while foreigners are visiting 

to be disappointing and ill-mannered. 

Religious affiliation 

Individual 5 participated in the 2018 Amity Summer English Program for the first 

time and returned this year for a second because she enjoyed it so much, but this time 

with a newly elected status as a leader of her local church in the United Kingdom that had 

ties with Amity. She was part of the decision making process of coordinating funds from 

the church to support programming for the 2019 Summer English Program. She has no 

teaching experience beyond her Amity volunteer experiences and had never taught ESL 

prior to 2018. When asked if any of her impressions of the program have changed since 

she arrived, she replied, “Honestly, I do not know much about being a teacher. I just love 

connecting with people, and I think God would have wanted us to connect with people in 

friendly, ethical ways. I know the people of Napo always seem so happy to have us here, 

but I wonder how right it is for us to come here. I mean, I feel awful for not knowing a 
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single word of Chinese, and coming all the way here to teach them English when most of 

them are more certified than I will ever be! I think this trip helped me understand how 

complicated volunteering overseas can be. Last year I was so excited about everything 

that I rallied so much support from my church for Amity. But the second time around, I 

am wondering if I will come back. It’s wrong to approach people as if they need us, 

especially since they don’t need us. They have the right amount of English knowledge to 

suit their needs, and there’s no reason for them to struggle with the differences between 

our different European and American accents. I remember you mentioned during 

lunchtime how they teach English to their students for the purpose of preparing them to 

pass the national exams, yet here we are showing them what Christmas is, and the 

different states in the U.S…” (July 26, 2019). 

Individual 6 is myself, and therefore not anonymous. I have been involved with 

Amity training for the 2017-2019 Summer English Programs, which is surprisingly more 

years than most staff members on supervision. Although I arrive as a foreign volunteer, I 

am viewed as separate from the rest of the ‘Westerners’ likely due to my Chinese face 

and Mandarin fluency. I am given more responsibilities on the staff member supervision 

side and serve mainly as a translator and not as a teacher working with local teachers in 

the classroom. I was also the only volunteer on the team with no connection to 

evangelism and did not express any religious identity during my volunteer service with 

Amity. Reflecting on my experiences as a translator, I will say how strange it was to be 

the only ‘non-religious’ one, and the only ‘fake foreigner’ of the group. I could not 
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strongly identify with either my Western colleagues or our local Chinese teaching 

counterparts. Also, I had all this information from either side that I couldn’t really do 

anything with -- everyone felt in some shape or form, ‘what’s the point of us’ but were 

too afraid to admit it to the other, so really only I knew. Which puts me in a difficult 

position, because on one hand I have my American and European friends here saying 

grace before every banquet dinner, and on the other hand I have my Napo friends wanting 

to take us to as many major tourist destinations in Guangxi Province as possible every 

weekend. ‘Voluntourism’ in most cases, I would like to think, is not intended, and it is 

not easily noticeable. It’s a culmination of small factors, with all those involved 

contributing to the perpetuation of the process in some amount. But people should be 

made aware of their positionality, and these small factors, so that they can adjust 

accordingly.  

Both individual 5 and I are returning volunteers of the program, and are both not 

certified to teach ESL. Both of us returned with the optimism and belief in the 

helpfulness of Summer English Program, but drastically changed our opinions this 

summer. However, individual 5 was very compelled by their religious background to 

return to Amity and do community service, whereas I had no affiliation with religion and 

no influence of religion impacting my choice to return to Amity. Furthermore, while 

individual 5’s approach to their realization of the complications of voluntourism suggests 

that the solution would be to just not participate in the future, I suggest that my 

experience shows that voluntourism is likely never the original intention, and if anything, 
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those who think critically about their positionality on short term service trips like this 

would actually be extremely helpful in guiding how future volunteers conduct their 

service trips. 

 

4 DISCUSSION 

If voluntourism is transactional in nature, especially within the scope of China 

which has incorporated the goals of voluntouristic efforts (English language teaching) 

into aspects of the nation’s political, social, and economic sphere, what can further 

analysis of relationships between participants or involvees in English language 

voluntourism reveal about the very concerns that Jakubiak raises as continuing 

consequences of voluntourism, such as cultural commodification and imperialism? 

Firstly, it’s quite clear from the six case studies that positionality comes into play and is a 

major cause for the frustrations felt by those involved with the program. Individual 1 has 

power but not sufficient knowledge or motivation to act on it, whereas individual 3 has 

sufficient knowledge on China’s educational standards and the motivation to work long 

term but is not able to attain the power to make changes. Individual 4 sees poverty as a 

barrier to self-interest and would likely immensely benefit from having access to funds to 

access more immersive language education, whereas Individual 5 has access to funding 

to provide voluntary language instruction but does not feel well-equipped to or ethical 

about acting upon it.  
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Cultural commodification is an interesting point of contention here -- whereas the 

language in texts such as Jakubiak’s or Bunce’s would suggest that it is the Western 

tourists most guilty of commodifying and exotifying non-Western culture, the case 

studies reflect otherwise. If anything, those that identify as Western for the most part 

cannot speak Chinese, and showed no intent of learning to do so. On the contrary, 

individuals 2 and 4 were very enthusiastic about the possible prospects of cultural capital 

by having foreigners come to Napo, seeing Westerners as pillars of wealth and as tools of 

self-improvement. Although individual 3 does voice valid concerns about how the 

introduction of English into a community that does not widely use it is inherently 

colonialistic, the issue of linguistic imperialism in China resides far beyond volunteer 

efforts since English has already found its dominance within China’s testing policies 

(Zhou, 2016, 3). There is not enough information within these case studies to make 

claims regarding language imperialism -- English is dominant enough to dictate a large 

chunk of points of national exams and entry into graduate school programs and jobs, but 

not dominant enough to be used widely outside of classrooms or considered a national 

language. 

Finally, taking Natalie Jesionka’s claims on voluntourism into account, what are 

the underlying issues of English language voluntourism that subject it to the same 

criticism and judgement that mass tourism is accused of; and what do case studies of 

individuals that can speak directly to their experiences and involvement with English 

language volunteer programming in China display regarding the validity of her claims?  
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(1) Voluntourism extends beyond being a Western problem. 

We can see directly from the responses of individuals 1 and 2 that voluntourism is also an 

internal conflict within the countries that host volunteers. Although the vague ‘us’ versus 

‘them’ language in literature often makes the situation seem as though Westerners in 

masses are packing their bags to trek overseas to do feel-good charitable work, the voices 

of those coordinating and supplying funding for these opportunities speak volumes on 

how there is a hierarchy to how decisions are actually made. Obligations within an 

organization, a long history of partnerships, and funding availability are just a few of the 

many factors that are at stake before most host organizations can even begin to consider 

the ‘ethicality’ of their programs. 

(2) Volunteering and voluntourism are businesses concerned with making money. 

Because the Amity Foundation is a non-profit organization in which only 10% of all 

donations go to employee salary and infrastructure support (Admin, 2019), not enough 

information supporting or refuting this claim can be obtained from the case studies. 

(3) Good intentions do not guarantee good impact 

The responses of individual 5 and 6 express sentiment of how despite being 

well-intentioned, one can and should still be critical of one’s positionality as a participant 

in voluntourism. 

(4) No travel experience is truly more authentic than another 

The case studies analyzed do not express enough information to directly support or refute 

Jesionka’s claim. 
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(5) Changes need to be implemented beyond the individual level  

This is a difficult statement to not agree with for most issues that have a global impact. It 

is clear that even having power at a large institutional level (organization, church, bureau, 

etc.) does not always mean being able to enact necessary changes to current systems. 

 

5 CONCLUSION 

With a growing phenomenon like voluntourism where experiences are still very much 

undocumented and not researched thoroughly, it is difficult to conclude satisfactorily knowing 

fully well that the practice continues to change everyday. While there is validity to the concept 

that voluntourism is a series of transactions that extends beyond a giver-receiver relationship, 

and that a mismatch of the intentions, skillsets, or approaches of those involved can leave all 

participants feeling uncertain about the effectiveness of short-term service trips/programs, the 

case studies also reveal that accusations of voluntourism cannot be isolated to any single moment 

or individual. Of course, in extreme cases where an individual from the West fetishizes the 

culture of the foreign country they conduct their travels in and proceeds to do ‘volunteer work’ in 

order to build their personal resume, those moments are pretty self-evident and reflect larger 

issues than simply voluntourism. But in a highly complex situation like the setting of the 2019 

Amity Summer Program in Napo County, where so many individuals and roles were involved, 

we can see just how much more nuance needs to be made in further discussion about what 

volunteering overseas is, and whether or not voluntourism and volunteering are really that 

different in their purpose and achievement.  
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While the future of English and English language voluntourism in China is uncertain, 

with heavy regulations being passed to limit volunteer activity (2017) and possible revisions 

being made to national testing requirements for English proficiency (Zhou, 2016), there is 

certainty in further research. Criticism will always exist, and just as mass tourism has been 

constantly criticized, voluntourism will continue to be wrapped up in a debate of its efficacy, 

ethicality, and sustainability. The case studies I have presented are far from exhaustive, but 

knowledge is tangible and able to be passed on. Volunteers can guide other volunteers through 

the complexities of overseas work, and can challenge each other to think critically about their 

own roles and magnitude of impact within their host communities. Feedback can be provided to 

schools, churches, organizations, governments to push forth for change to be implemented -- 

while change cannot happen solely on an individual level, voluntourism entails a multitude of 

individual level experiences that invite further questioning and exploration. 
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